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PREFACE

STRATHFIELD'S FIRST HUNDRED years have been an exciting struggle for
survival. Some of the best known and wealthiest families in Sydney built
large country homes in the latter part of the nineteenth century when
Strathfield was the most accessible part of Sydney, with an excellent
express train service. The pride in garden care and house design and
maintenence and the insistence that residential areas should be separate
from industries developed in this early history.

The motor car, the expansion of the railway system, the growth of
Sydney and the Harbour Bridge allowed the rich a wider choice of
location. Some stayed at Strathfield with a fierce loyalty. The area
developed a siege mentality as the expanding city and the excellent
transport facilities made the district so attractive for higher density
residential and factory development. The defensive community at
Strathfield also had to cope with powerful State government forces
demanding amalgamation into far larger regional local authorities that
would destroy the unique community. The Strathfield garden city
philosophy survived the incorporation of Homebush and Enfield after
World War II and local town planning policies try to protect these mixed
land use areas from further industrial intrusion. Strathfield is now a
unique mixture of income, ethnic, religious and age groups, all interested
in the survival and the maintenance of a quiet, high quality residential
district superbly accessible to the many metropolitan facilities.

This book has an unusual history. I am a local government specialist
with a reputation for defending councils threatened with amalgamation
against their wishes. It seemed inevitable that Strathfield would be
amalgamated with Burwood in 1983 when a long-awaited state govern-
ment amalgamation plan commenced. The Boundaries Commission re-
commended such a move. The Council contacted me in Canberra and
suggested I speak to a protest rally at Strathfield Park at 8 pm on 11 May
1983.
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PREFACE

Few other councils thought Strathfield or any other areas could stop
amalgamation. Many were nervous on the night of the rally because the
huge tent - to house 2000 people - could be a great embarrassment if,
as many suspected, Sydney people proved to be apathetic and were
indifferent to amalgamation. At 7.30 there was only one woman in the
tent. I was somewhat nervous and wondered whether such a vast tent
was such a good idea.

Then suddenly, like a private army, people appeared, mostly walking.
About 2000 people came from a municipal population of 26 500, including
children, filled the tent and crowded on the lawns outside. They were
well-informed and angry that, for whatever reason, none of their
state or Federal politicians had bothered to accept the invitations to
attend. The Mayor, Clarrie Edwards, a popular and long-serving local
figure, spoke well and I expressed my doubts about the likely benefits of
amalgamation. A lobbying campaign was organised and the Premier, Mr
Wran, soon announced that he had received the message and had
abandoned, we hoped forever, compulsory amalgamations in the Sydney
area. Strathfield had led the anti-amalgamation battle because, despite
current political cynicism, few politicians are willing to ignore large, angry
public meetings.

After the immediate threat subsided, discussion in Council turned
towards a local history as the best way to celebrate Strathfield's centenary
in 1985. I had just completed a local history of the Dandenongs in
Melbourne and felt that Sydney people often neglected their own very
exciting history. If Strathfield was to survive another century, it had to
document its past so its unique history and values could be learnt by
future residents.

Tragically, Sydney Malcolm, the driving force behind the practical
historical research in the Strathfield Historical Society died soon after I
began work. Fortunately most of his work had been published in the
Society's newsletters. It is fair to say that Sydney Malcolm's interest and
devotion to Strathfield led to this book being written. Reg Kennedy and
Mrs Doran and other members of the Historical Society were also very
helpful to me. Clarrie Edwards, the longest-serving Mayor and founder of
the Society, was also supportive. Librarians Elizabeth Gewandt and Julie
Williams from the Strathfield library were invaluable. The Town Clerk
Keith Manwaring and other staff gave enthusiastic assistance on what
must always be a team effort. Martin Pluss kindly allowed me to read his
interesting geography thesis on Strathfield. Strathfield artist Ted de Sauty
kindly allowed us to use his talents by reproducing paintings of some
local buildings.

It is hoped that the centenary history encourages those with memories
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PREFACE

and documents and photographs about Strathfield's history to send them
to the Council. Many thousands have lived at Strathfield, their quiet oasis,
while they pursue their busy careers in the city.  But it  was difficult finding
source material for this history. Sadly, only four years of the Courier's
early history are preserved, even though local newspapers are a vital
source for local histories. The Council has commissioned a comprehensive
heritage survey to document Strathfield's fine historical buildings in much
greater detail than is possible here.

MICHAEL JONES
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1
A HOME IN THE BUSH

STRATHFIELD HAS PARTICULAR significance in Australian history as the site

where the first free settlers tried to establish farms in 1793. While many
other parts of the district claim the name 'Liberty Plains' given to the area
by the settlers, they farmed directly on what is now Strathfield.

Governor Phillip first expressed his desire to gain free settlers for the
colony in a letter to Under-Secretary Nepean on 20 June 1789.1 Phillip
wrote, 'If fifty farmers were sent out with their families they would do
more in one year in rendering this colony independent of the mother
country, as to provisions, than a thousand convicts'. The settlers arrived
in January 1793 and, according to David Collins in  An Account of the English
Colony in New South Wales:

The settlers who came out in the  Bellona  having fixed on a situation at the
upper part of the harbour above the Flats, and on the south side, their
different allotments were surveyed and marked out; and early in this month
they took possession of their grounds. Being all free people, one convict
excepted, who was allowed to settle with them, they gave the appellation of
'Liberty Plains' to the district in which their farms were situated. The most
respectable of these people, and apparently the best calculated for a  bona fide
settler, was Thomas Rose, a farmer from Dorsetshire, who came out with
his family, consisting of his wife and four children. An allotment of one
hundred and twenty acres was marked out for him. With him came also
Frederick Meredith, who formerly belonged to the  Sirius,  Thomas Webb,
who also belonged to the  Sirius,  with his nephew, and Edward Powell, who
had formerly been here in the  Lady Juliana  transport. Powell having since
his arrival married a free woman, who came out with the farmer's family,
and Webb having brought a wife with him, had allotments of eighty
acres marked out for each; the others had sixty each. The conditions under
which they engaged to settle were, 'To have their passages provided by
government: an assortment of tools and implements to be furnished them
out of the public stores; to be supplied with two years' provision; their lands
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THE REDMYRE GENTRY

Livestock at  Homebush,  1881.

in the  Courier  in 1901 noted:

There are sheep and cattle pent up in trucks for six or seven days with next
to no water and less food; afterwards bundled out along a dusty road, some
falling on the way from sheer exhaustion; a dozen poor sheep to be thrown
up in any fashion into a cart with scarcely breathing room; many to be killed
in the sight of unwilling onlookers. Then with the cattle, many a drove has a
wild one in it which breaks away from the rest; then we have men, women
and children running for their lives to the nearest house or fence for shelter,
and the result is we have men out with rifles to shoot the poor brute there
and then.'

Victor Keary, a long-time shopowner in Strathfield, noted that one day a
bull went mad, tore into the shop and bailed up his mother in a corner.
She would have been gored to death but for the help of a passer-by. After
that the door was always locked when cattle-droving was being done.

The more affluent citizens of Strathfield strongly objected to the
establishment of the abattoirs at Homebush. A public meeting in the
Council Chambers in June 1899 chaired by the Mayor, Alderman
Mackenzie, put the case against the proposals. The meeting heard Dr
George Sly, an eminent local lawyer, who argued that the abattoir would
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GARDEN CITY

A Strathfield Housing Commission estate with well kept gardens and tree-lined
streets.

botanical theory; Burwood was shocked when its expert consultant
argued in favour of the Strathfield surgery. The  Courier  writer attacked
Burwood Council for ruining their trees:

If the Council are bound to take the advice of every amateur botanist, of
whom, like poets, there is no end, and to be influenced by the desires of
units here and there, then it is no wonder that what should be beautiful
shade trees, a landmark in the Borough, a thing of beauty and a joy for ever,
are spineless monstrosities, dragging their lower limbs on the ground, and
affording no shady relief to the wearied pedestrian, for whose convenience
and at whose expense they were supposed to be planted, and not to satisfy
the selfish and mistaken ideas of the residents in the street in which such
planting takes place. The common sense way of treating trees grown for
shade and beauty, and not to form a screen in front of residences alone, has
been to periodically prune the lower branches to a nice height, and
encourage a strong and straight stem with well-balanced branches.'

Although Strathfield originally contained large country houses in a
park-like setting, as each mansion site subdivided, Council action was
required to purchase public parks. A garden suburb had to have parks,
especially close to the centre of the suburb, close to the Strathfield railway
station and the main shopping centre (now Strathfield Plaza).
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HOMES OF STRATHFIELD

Under-Secretary of the Department of Works. He was a brother-in-law of
Donald Vernon. In 1899 Henry Gorman of Hardie and Gorman took over
Salve and  renamed it  Merley. He lived here until his death in the 1920s.
The property and adjoining land was purchased by the Seventh Day
Adventist  organisation.
Corfu  The two-storey  residence  west of PMG School was built at the
turn of the century for Frank Gaxieu.  It was also  the home of Jack Gaxieu,
the AJC  starter  at Randwick,  some  thirty years ago.
PMG School Built  around 1891 for the New South Wales Home Lending
Society for the Blind, the Industrial Home for Blind Women and  Retreat
for Aged  Female  blind. The foundation stone was laid in 1893 by the
Countess of Jersey patron of the NSW Home Lending Society. Early this
century the building was used by the Bedford Collegiate School for Girls
(C.W. Rock, Principal). From all accounts it was a very exclusive school.
Tuxedo  Also known as Albert House, it was built about 1890 by Joseph
Falk and became the home of Sir Samuel Hordern in 1901. Samuel
Hordern Jnr was born there. For some years now it has been a boarding
house, alterations having denuded the building of its original character.
Agincourt  Also known as Jesmond and of the same vintage as Tuxedo, it
was built for John Paul, ships' chandler. Within a few years it was
acquired by Washington H. Soul. The property included the land on the
eastern  side, now occupied by three relatively new homes and which
carried an orchard.  It is  now the Jesmond private hospital, after extensive
alterations to the frontage.
Education Department Professional Centre  The house was built in 1901
for William Arnott to his own plans, on his retirement from the famous
biscuit firm. Unfortunately he did not live to see his home completed. He
died in July 1901, aged seventy-two and the house was occupied by his
wife until her death in 1902. Thereafter, the house had several occupants,
each of whom gave it a new name: Lodore, Urara, Carthona or St Audries.
The Education Department acquired it for professional purposes.
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